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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

THE AVERAGE scmNTIST of half a century ago did not ponder much
the question of the beginning and age of the universe.

For lack of

observational approach this problem remained outside the realm of
exact science.

It was generally felt that the univarse should have

neither beginning nor end, a viewpoint which was more influenced by
opposition to former mythological or religious ideas of creation than
by impartial reasoning.
Indeed, the seeond law of thermodynamics was weil established at
that time.

According to this law, the universa is steadily running

down toward equalization of the energy content of its parts.

The

ultimate state is that of universally eonstant temperature, "Wärmetod"
or thermal death, where, in the absence of temperature differences, no
exchange of energy, no relative motion except that of molecules could
taka place.

Organic Iife, the metabolism of which consists in ex

change of energy, could not exist then, even were the temperature
favorable for lif&-which, in all probability, it would not be.

The

mera fact that temperature differences exist, that suns shine and planets
carry Iife in the face of the immensities o:f cold space (into which heat
energy is lost in the form of radiation), would point to the youthfulness
of our world, to a beginning a finite interval of time ago.
Scientists of the beginning o:f this century preferred to ignore this
writing on the wall. There were some reasons or, rather, pretexts
which seemed to justi:fy this eluding of the fundamental problem.
The seeond law of thermodynamics, or that of increasing "entropy,"

determines only the direction, not the speed with which equalization
is approached. The speed, depending on a number of unknown
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processes, being itself unknown, no definite calculations of the time
intervals involved could be made.
When going back in time, the seeond law leads to ever-increasing
energy concentrations in the past; an unlimited past would lead to
infinite energy concentrations, a concept which is physically unaccept
able.

Certainly some uneasiness was felt in this respect by those who

did not want to draw the logical conclusion of a finite age for the
present universe.

But, then, there was Maxwell's demon, an imagi

nary intelligent being who could, at will, regnlate molecular processes
and thus do away with the law of entropy.
the law is not absolute.

This sufficed to show that

The law is only of a statistical nature, excep

tions being always possible although more or less improbable.

Fur

ther, its validity for unlimited intervals of space and time was ques
tioned.

A perhaps not very justifiable complacency about the begin

nings and ends of the world was thus sustained.
During the seeond quarter of this century a great change in the
scientific outlook in this respect took place.

The recession of the

extragalactic nebulae, coupled with the finite age of the radioactive
elements, suggested that there was a beginning a few thousand million
years ago, the same for the galaxies and for the atomic material of
which our planet is built. Following the above-mentioned phenomena
back in time, moments could be reached beyond which the recession
of nebulae and the decay of radioactive isotopes could not continne in
the same manner as they do now.

The two time limits were not found

to be equal although they were of the same order of magnitude; but,
within the uncertainties of theory and observation, they could be
The idea of a finite age for the universe
A stage, some 3,000 million years ago, was visualized at

adjusted to each other.
emerged.

which the universe was closely packed together, when the temperature
and density were high enough to invert the radioactive processes and
to cause the building up of the heavy unstable isotopes at a rate equal
to, or faster than, their total rate of decay ( spontaneons + induced)
in these conditions.
One view considered this stage merely the remotest phase of evolu
tion of our world, beyond which extrapolation from the present state
is not possible.

It was not meant to be necessarily an absolute begin

ning-more likely it was not.

The concept of age is thus reduced to

that of a time scale, or a time interval during which the properties of
the universe have radically changed.

This definition appears to be

somewhat vague; but it would imply nothing short of a complete ab
sence, at the early stage, of all the classes of celestial bodies which are
familiar to us now.

In such a form the definition is stringent enough.

Therefore, even if we could assign an upper limit of age to all existing
stars, this would be only a subordinate time scal�that of stellar evo-
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lution-unless we could prove the total absence of any stars before
that date, and not only of those existing at present.
A more drastic view preferred the concept of an absolute beginning,
The definition of the

perhaps identifiable with an act of creation.

time scale remained the same as before, but additional meaning was
attached to it as that of the absolute age of the universe.

The initial

stage, a singularity from which the universe started expanding, was
the limit of extrapolation not only from the present, but from any
state of the universe, however close to the initial stage.
The difference between the two viewpoints is a matter of principle,
and not of how the initial state of the universe is pictured.

Although

Eddington's primeval nebula, assumed to have preceded the present
expanding state of the universe, could have existed indefinitely, it
could equally weil have been the first created object, called into being
in a peculiar state of almost exact equilibrium between gravitational
attraction and the hypothetical force of cosmic repulsion.

On the

other hand, Lemaitre's primeval atom, "the egg from which the uni
verse hatched," is most simply interpreted as the result of an act of
creation; yet it could also have been the final outcome of collapse of
a previous universe, oscillating indefinitely in alternating expansion
and contraction.

The choice between the two, continuous existence

or creation, will remain a matter for esthetic judgment, not for positive
science defined as theory verified by observation.
There is no proof in purely esthetic matters.

This does not mean

that esthetic methods of approach to scientific problems are worthless.
On the contrary, scientific theories are created by intuition, or by an
essentially esthetic process.

However, without the flesh and bone of

experiment such theories remain mere shadows of possibilities.
To remain on solid ground, in the following we will pay little atten
tion to esthetic considerations, however important these might appear
from the standpoint of philosophy or religion.

We will, further, be

guided by the principle of minimum hypothesis, or economy of
thought, which requires that new laws of nature must not be used for
the explanation of phenomena which can be accounted for by known
laws.

This is a safeguard against liecoming lost in the blind alleys

of guesswork.

The chances are small that a theory not supported by

facts would prove to be correct.
As already mentioned, the fundamental fact requiring a short time
scale was, and remains, the red shift of the extragalactic nebulae.
With the existing laws of nature this phenomenon is explained in the
most straightforward way as recession.

There are yet no facts known

which would contradiet this explanation.
law

(1928)

The Hubble-Humason

of proportionality of the red shift, or velocity of recession

to distance, led to a time scale for the universe equal to a few thousand
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million years. The uncertainty o:f the estimate depended upon how
the rate o:f expansion o:f the universe, as revealed by recession, was
assumed to vary with time. Nevertheless, various models o:f the ex
panding universe, based on different assumptions (de Sitter, Einstein,
Friedmann, Lemaitre, Eddington), gave figures within the same order
o:f magnitude for the time of rapid change.
The new "short" time scale of some 3,000 million years was like
a bombshell amidst the complacent "permanentists." At that time
the pundits as well as the rank and file accepted a thousand times
longer time scale for the stellar content o:f our galaxy alone, no men
tion being made o:f the universe as a whole. This "long" time scale,
a multiple o:f a million million years, was mainly the outcome o:f
mathematical investigatians by Jeans into the statistics o:f stellar
motions and the distribution o:f the orbits o:f double stars. Jeans
assumed a state of "statistical equilibrium," or that the present
motions o:f the stars are essentially influenced by their mutual gravi
tational action in past close encounters. A close encounter would
mean the passage of another star through our planetary system at
a distance-say, between Mercury and Neptune. Such a passage
would leave both suns physically intact (although its effect on plane
tary orbits might be disastrous), yet their motions would be changed
in much the same manner as those o:f two gas molecules a:fter an elastic
collision. Jeans actually applied the kinetic theory of gases to the
stellar universe. Because of the great distances separating individual
stars, close encounters can happen only about once in several million
million years, a figure which can be arrived at by elementary calcula
tion if the average velocity and distance between the stars is known.
The "long" time scale was thus not a result o:f Jeans' elaborate math
ematical theories, which were undoubtedly correct, hut :follow merely
:from his basic assumption o:f statistical equilibrium, implying that
each star during its lifetime had a :fair chance o:f undergoing several
close encounters with other stars. In trying to prove his basic assump
tion, Jeans selected only certain statistical data which, superficially,
seemed to agree with it, and, strangely enough, overlaoked numerous
more important criteria which contradicted his assumption. Thus,
while carefully considering the effects o:f eneormters on close binary
stars, he disregarded the wide pairs and star clusters upon which the
effects, according to his own theory, should have been thousands of
times stronger. Indeed, with the long time scale these objects should
have ceased to exist Iong ago, in contradiction to observation which
reveals numberless wide double stars and loosely bound clusters in
the sky. The evidence against statistical, "gas-kinetic" equilibrium
is overwhelming, and there is no :foundation whatever :for the "long"
time scale in our stellar universe. The battle of "short" versus "Iong"
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time scale is definitely won by the former, although the latter did
not yield without a struggle.
In the course of the controversy, arguments based on subordinata
time scales were produced. These subordinata time scales-of the
earth, the radioactive elements, stellar evolution, stability of binaries
and star clusters-all fell below s, not too large multiple of one thou
sand million years ; as, moreover, some were obvious overestimates,
they were considered as supporting the short time scale of the univarse
itself. An early, apparently the first, synoptic account of the evidence
relating to the age of the univarse concludes as follows (l) 2: "the
combined evidence presented by meteorites, by statistical data relating
to wide double stars, by the distribution of stellar luminosities in
globular clusters . . . , and by the observed recession of spiral
nebulae . . . points to an age of the stellar universe of the same
order of magnitude as the currently accepted age of the solar system:
not much more than 3,000 million years." In this account stress was
laid on radioactive age determinations of rnateorites by Paneth (whose
results were later greatly changed) , and on the abundance of lead
isotopes in the earth's crust as testifying to the age of the radioactive
elements (results which have been corroborated since) . Subsequent
synoptic reviews invariably arrived at practically similar conclusions,
formulated sometimes more, sometimes less cautiously, although, with
the changing aspect of our knowledge and different personal approach,
the emphasis was on different phenomena: radioactivity and the a.ge
of the earth, and stellar evolution with a hydrogen-helium source
of energy ( 2 ) ; galactic dynamics (3) ; the stability of star clusters
and binarias ( 4, 5) ; the red shift of nebulae and the radioactive age
of the earth's crust ( 6).
The survival of the idea of the short time scale over two decades of
intense astronomical and physical research is in itself a measure of its
worth ; it serves now as a generally accepted working basis in widely
different .fields of study.
In the following an attempt is made to draw an up-to-date balance
for the problem of the time scale or age of the universe.
THE AGE OF THE EARTH

The continantal shields of northeastern Europe, Canada, South and
Central Africa, and others, where mountain building ceased at an
early age of our planet's history, represent the oldest undisturbed
portions of the earth's crust. All these regions are lowlands or pla
teaus devoid of mountain chains, and are free from earthquakas which
are the sign of continning upheavals. The age of these old formations
•

Numbers in parentheses are references to the literature cited at end of text.
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is expected to come nearest to that of the earth's crust or the earth
itself.
The most suitable method of age determination of rocks consists
in a comparison of the abundance of radioactive isotopes, such as
those of uranium, with the abundance of their end products, e. g.,
lead isotopes. Pure minerals in the form of crystals are ehosen for
samples ; there must be a guaranty that no exchange of substance
between the sample and its surroundings has taken place, in which
respect only individual crystals can be considered as reliable. Know
ing the rate of decay of the radioactive substance, the time during
which decay has been going on can be calculated from the amount of
end product accumulated. The determinations are accurate to within
8 to 10 percent, much more accurate than the other astrophysical age
estimates referred to below.
Radioactive age determinations yielded, indeed, high values for
some mineral samples from the shields. Pegmatites from northern
Karelia, in the so-called Baltic shield, gave an average age of 1,950
million years according to the lead method, hut without isotope anal
ysis (7) . In the Ganadian shield, lead isotope determinations for
pegmatites from sontheastern Manitoba resulted in an average age of
2,100 million years (8) ; for the same an average of 2,240 million
years was derived by the radioactive rubidium-strontium method (7) ,
in good agreement with the former value. At that remote epoch, un
like the present conditions, volcanic activity was prominent in the
Ganadian shield. The Manitoba pegmatites are associated with
granitic intrusions into older rocks which reveal traces of a long pre
vious geological history, and whose age can be estimated at 2,550
million years ( 12, 22) . Recent very consistent lead-isotope age deter
minations (9) have yielded still higher values of age for some samples
from the continental shields:
LOCALITY OF SAMPLE

AGE

MillionB o! gears
Ivigtut,

Greenland--------------------------------------------------- 1,830

Yellowknife Area, N. W". T., Canada---------------------------------- 2, 140
Horseshoe Island, Great Slave Lake, Canada ___________________________ 2, 180
Phoenix Mine, Norseman, W. Australia-------------------------------- 2,190
Borderline Mine, Busia, E. Province, Uganda-------------------------- 2, 220
Risks Mine, Irenya-------------------------------------------------- 2,220
Copperhead Mine, W. Australia--------------------------------------- 2,300
Inguladhal, Mysore, India ____________________________________________ 2, 300
Sioux Lookout, Ontario---------------------------------------------- 2, 310
Steel Rock Lake, Ontario--------------------------------------------- 2, 360
Rosetta Mine, South Africa------------------------------------------ 2, 860
Sierra Leone, Br. W. Africa (13) -------------------------------------- 2,930

Pegmatites from the Rhodesian shield, near Bulawayo, yield an
age of 2,640 million years (10) , yet the surrormding rocks-sediments
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and lavas-are still older ; and, what is more remarkable, remains of
primitive plants-algal structures-are found .there in graphitic lime
stona ( Macgregor 1940, 1941 ) . This provides "indubitable evidence
that life has existed for at least 2,600 million years and probably for
considerably longer than 2,700 million years" ( 10 ) . Similarly, signs
of organic remains are either found or strongly suspected in the rocks
of Lake Superior and Manitoba, which are 2,000 to 2,500 million years
old {11, 12).
Thus, direct measurements set the minimum age of the earth's crust
at 2,900 million years, the oldest specimens being found in Africa.
This confirms also a long-maintained belief that Africa was the first
continent to be formed.
1t is but natural to expect that the oldest rocks have not yet found
their way into man's laboratories, and that the age of the earth's
crust is greater than the presently known oldest sample.
An ingenious method, based on data for rocks of widely different
ages from 25 to 1,330 million years as determined by Nier, led Holmes
{14) to the calculation of the true age of the earth, or the time during
which radiogenie lead has been produced in its materials. The method
is one of extrapolation, consisting in the study of the observed relative
isotopic abundances within one age group and their theoretical varia
tion with time. The moment when the isotopic ratios, calculated back
ward for various age groups, become equal is the "beginning." Holmes
found in such a manner 3,350 million years for the age of the earth.
The oldest analyzed sample used in his calculation was 2,000 million
years younger than this figure-a gap which might have eaused con
siderabia error in the extrapolation, as was pointed out by Je:ffreys
{15).
Recent data as quoted above push the directly observed age limit
much farther back in time, and nearer the beginning. Applying the
method of extrapolation to modern data, the probable age of the earth
results as 3,500 million years ( 16) , in excellent agreement with Holmes'
former figure, hut more reliable, the range of extrapolation being
now only a few hundred million years.
The figure of 3.5 thousand million years can at present be accepted
as a close approximation to the age of the earth-the time elapsed
since its elements were uniformly mixed, probably in a molten state.
The same figure, or one perhaps only slightly greater, can be con
sidered the age of the solar system; the formation of the planets and
of the earth's crust must have taken relatively short intervals of
time {17) .
The uranium and thorium content of iron meteorites is so small
that their lead can be assumed to be of primeval isotopic composition,
no radiogenie lead having been added in the course of time. If this
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is so, the present average isotopic composition of lead, uranium, and
thorium in the earth's crust indicates an age of 4,500 million years
(18, 19), in remarkable agreement with a similarly determined age of
stony rnateorites (20). This would be the time elapsed since the
separation of the iron from the silicate phase, which may have taken
place in a diffuse state of matter and may have preceded the forma
tion of the planets.
THE AGE OF THE ELEMENTS

Time intervals can be calculated only for radioactive elements with
a known rate of decay. According to the well-known laws of radio
active decay, the amount of these elements decreases exponentially
with time; calculating their amounts for distant epochs in the past,
one inevitably arrives at time limits beyond which the calculated
abundances of radioactive isotopes become unreasonably large
greater than those of the presently observed end products, or even
greater than the total amount of matter in the universe. Clearly,
the radioactive elements can only be of finite age. Now, the rate of
decay of radioactive elements is not influenced by externa! conditions
if the temperature remains below 1,000 million degrees and the density
below, say, one million times that of water. Neither in the interior
of normal (dwarf or "main-sequence") stars, nor in intarstellar clouds
from which suns and planetary systems are believed to have sprung,
do such extreme conditions exist. We may weil say that the state
of matter in the observable universa requires radioactive decay to
proceed relentlessly. As this could happen only for a finite interval
of time, it would mean that the observable agglomerates of matter in
the universe could also have existed for only a limited time.
Thus, at a remote epoch a building up of the radioactive isotopes
must have taken place, in addition to their spontaneons or forced
decay. Now, conditions leading to the formation of the heavy radio
active isotopes will throw the rest of the lighter elements into a melt
ing pot, too-will cause their rapid building up and disintegration;
this is a trivial consequence of the theory of nuclear structure. The
age of the radioactive isotopes is thus almost synonymous with the
age of the elements.
According to a method proposed by Russeli (21), a maximum age
for the elements can be derived from the relative terrestrial abun
dances of a radioactive isotope and its end product. It yields a
maximum age, because some of the end product must have been created
nonradiogenically in the initial "melting pot," when all the elements
came into being under extreme conditions of temperature and density.
Of the different isotopes, that leading to the lowest estimate of age is to
be taken. The upper limit of age of the terrestrial elements thus found
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equals 5 to 6 thousand million years, less than the double of the age of
the ear th ( 1, 16, 22, 23). The sharpest margin results from the
uranium 235-lead 207 ra tio. The closeness of the order of magnitude
of the upper limit to the age of the earth is significant and makes it
likely that the true age of the elements does not differ much from that
of the earth-a figure of about 4,500 million years appearing to be
plausible.
In these estima tes there is some uncer tainty from the unknown
composi tion of the earth's interior, which, however, is hardly signifi
can t in view of the exponen tial law of variation of abundance ratios
wi th time. Even a large error in the present ratio will not affect the
order of magnitude of the resulting age. The mere presence of radio
active substances is a proof of the temporal origin of the terrestrial
elements.
Excep t for meteorites, there are no data available as to the abundance
of radioac tive isotopes outside the earth; the above-mentioned time
limit refers therefore s trictly only to the sample of ma t ter represented
by our globe.
Al though the relative abundances of the elements (excluding the
lightest, which have escaped from small bodies like our plane t) in the
earth's crust and in the a tmospheres of the sun and most stars are
very similar, this does not necessarily mean a simultaneons origin for
their elements. Only a similar mode of origin is implied.
Several a t tempts have been made to explain, wi th more or less suc
cess, the origin and relative abundances of the elemen ts by equilibrium
conditions inside superdense stars (Klein, Beskow, and Treffenberg;
Hoyle; van Albade). Supernova explosions inject the mixture into
space, whence it condenses again into new-horn stars (24). Observa
tions of the Crab Nebula (25), a former supernova, suggest that the
produc t of explosion- the amorphous core of the nebula-is poor in
hydrogen, whereas i ts hydrogen fringe appears to be interstellar gas
pushed ahead of the expanding core. We may thus have a double
origin for the elements: hydrogen already present in space wi th an
unknown original conten t of other elements; and the heavier elements
enriching the mixture through supernova explosions.
Old stars- those of "Population I I"-seem to show, indeed, a
smaller me tal con ten t than those believed to be more recently formed
(26), suggesting a gradual change in the composition of the medium
of which stars are built. If this is so, we need not go to the beginnings
of the universe to accoun t for the radioactive isotopes on earth: they
may be the products of supernova explosions that preceded the forma
tion of the solar system.
Never theless, serious doubts with respect to the la t ter conclusion
are justified. The theory of stellar s tructure would admit the building
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up o f the lighter metal n uclei in super dense stellar cores (27, 28}, as
well as during the hy drogen ex plos ion of a star that has become hydro 
dynam ically unstable (24 ). From th is, however, it is a long way to
t he extreme cond it ions at wh ich uran ium an d s im ilar elements o f h igh
atom ic num ber can beg in to be produced. Although light metals can,
in dee d, be currently sup pl ie d by the a bo ve- descr ibe d mechanism, it is
dou bt ful whether the heavy ra dioact ive isoto pes coul d or ig inate in
stellar inter iors. More likely, these isoto pes ha ve come into be ing in a
more power ful "ex plos ion" w hich involve d the whole universe, na mely,
that wh ich ha ppene d at an early stage o f its expansion. In that case
the age o f at least the heavier terrestrial elements woul d still be synony 
mous w ith the age of the worl d.
'l'his lea ds us to another grou p o f theories which ex pla in the ob
served abun dances o f all elements, inclu ding the heaviest, by the ir
bu il ding up from a nonequ il ibr ium, extremely hot m ixture (chiefly
neutron gas) at an early stage o f an ex plo ding un iverse (Al pher,
Bethe, Gamow).
It is poss ible that the l ighter elements (say, those l ighter than iron)
have or ig inated from two different processes- dur ing the pri mor dial
ex plos ion, an d currently in stellar interiors-whereas the heavy iso
to pes were all create d at the "beginning of the world"; in such a case,
as shown a bove, the "ra dioact ive" age of the un iverse, or the ti me
elapse d s ince the b ig ex plos ion, is a bout 4.5 thousan d mill ion years.
Howe ver, un iess t he poss ib il it y o f formation o f the heavy elements
in su perdense stellar inter iors can be de fin itely d isprove d, a certain
am b iguity w ill rema in attache d to the meaning of th is figure.
METEORITES

The pioneer work o f Paneth 20 years ago ra ise d hopes that ra dio
active age determinat ions o f meteor ites, base d on their heliu m content,
m ight y iel d a clue to the age of the solar system at least, or even to
that of the whole un iverse ( 1). Un fortunately, the meteorites did not
come up to or iginal expectat ions. Paneth's struggle with th is problem,
wh ich is not conclude d yet, le d o ver disa ppointments an d disclai mers
o f former re sults ; e. g., he announce d that all h is determinations prior
to 1940 were techn ically unreliable. Paneth 's resear ehes are a re
markable example o f a gallant fight for the truth, w ithout bias towar d
his former work, some o f wh ich he rejecte d as soon as it was foun d
that it did not com ply w ith h is own h igh stan dards.
The leakage of hel iu m fro m meteor ites to s pace was one of the many
d ifficult ies, and for th is reason stony meteor ites prove d unrel iable, so
that only data re ferr ing to iron meteor ites could be fully trusted.
Fro m refined analys is o f the hel iu m content o f the latter Paneth foun d
t he ages o f meteor ites to l ie between 100,000 an d 9 thousand m illion
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years. The higher valnes represented a puzzle as, for example, they
considerably exceeded the upper limit of age for the earth and the
solar system as set by the abundances of radioactive isotopes (cf.
preceding section).
Now came the latest act of the drama. Bauer (29} and Huntley
(30} pointed out that part of the helium in meteorites must have been
produced by nuclear transmutations, eaused by cosmic rays during
millions of centuries. This suggestion has now become an estab
lished fact, as otherwise the presence in meteorites of the isotope
He3 in considerable amounts (18 to 32 percent of He4) cannot be ex
plained: radioactive disintegration leads to He4 only, not to He3•
On the other hand, cosmic rays produce both isotopes in the approxi
mate proportion of 10 He4 to 3 He8 atoms (Le Couteur). This ratio
being given, an analysis by the mass spectrograph leads to the deter
mination of the amount of purely radiogenie He4, which is very much
less than the total amount of helium. As a result, the estimated ages
of meteorites are greatly reduced and, from the provisional data avail
able, hardly attain 1,000 million years (31). This is much less than
the well-established age of the earth and the solar system; therefore,
the method is of no avail in estimating the age of the universe. It has
been suggested that the meteorites lost their original helium when
passing near the sun and melting in its heat; their or bits are sometimes
likely to become highly eccentric from perturbations at close ap
proaches to the planets, in which case near passages to the sun become
possible. However, unpublished calculations by the writer show that
such happenings are very rare, and that the explanation is invalid.
Urey (32} pointed out that iron meteorites are unlikely to contain
enough radioactive elements to account for measurable amounts of
radiogenie helium. The correlation between the total amount of
helium and its isotopic ratio in iron meteorites is highly remarkable
(31). In the opinion of the author of this review the simplest explana
tion of Paneth's results could be that all the helium is produced by
cosmic rays, the absolute amount and isotopic ratio depending upon
the original thickness of the protective layer, subsequently lost through
ablation in our atmosphere. The time of sp
e aration of the stone and
. iron of meteorites, as determined from the isotopic composition of
lead, is consistently found to be 4,500 millions years (20}. This may
refer to a preplanetary stage. Potassium-argon-40 ages of stony
meteorites are found to be 1,900 to 3,800 million years (33) and 41700
to 4,800 million years ( 34). Evidently there has been little or no
escape of argon from stony meteorites. The argon ages would date
from the moment of last solidification, thus probably from a planetary
or postplanetary stage. Also, these high argon ages of stone seem to
indicate again that the helium ages of iron inclusions, often con
nected with stone, are unreliable.
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Meteorites point to an age of the solar system, or its parent nebula,
close to 4,500 million years.
THE AGES OF THE STARS

At present there is little doubt that main-sequence ("dwarf") stars
depend upon the conversion of hydrogen into helium for their energy
source. The earrelation of radius and mass, indicating central tem
peratures of precisely the range required by the corresponding slow
nuclear reactions, can hardly be interpreted in a different manner.
This knowledge is so well founded that it furrushes a reliable basis for
the calculation of time rates of stellar evolution.
To cover radiation losses to space, the sun has to spend an amount
of hydrogen very nearly equal to l percent of its mass in 1,000 million
years. Sirius, a typical star of spectrum AO quite common in the
galaxy, emits 13 times more energy per unit mass than the sun, con
surning thus 13 percent hydrogen by weight in 1,000 million years.
With 60 percent hydrogen originally, the store of energy would last
4,600 million years. There is probably not much mixing in stars out
side their central regions (35, 36, 37, 38) ; therefore, only about 25
percent of the fuel is available ( from the central regions where the
temperature is high enough for nuclear reactions to proceed at a not
negligible rate) , and the lifetime of Sirius becomes 1,150 million years.
It may then become a giant ( 35) , and ultimately collapse-possibly
by throwing off its outer shell in a supernova explosion, leaving be
hind a remnant which ultimately becomes a white dwarf. The success
in calculating "composite" models of red giants ( 39, 40) , as weil as
Trumpler's classification of star clusters, lends support to this concept
of stellar evolution. The more massive B stars will have a lifetime
of a few hundred million years only. This being much shorter than
the lifetime of the galaxy, which cannot be younger than the earth,
it is concluded that the early-type stars are currently replaced by new
stars condensing out of diffuse matter ( 35). Where diffuse matter
is no longer available, early-type stars are absent and only giants of
the corresponding luminosity remain, as is actually observed in glob
ular clusters. Using Baade's terminology (41) , Population II of the
globular clusters, the galactic center, and the general galactic back
ground, consists of aging members horn at a remote epoch ; whereas
Population I, connected with the diffuse matter and spiral structure
of the galaxy, contains young early-type stars steadily coming into
being and dying, in addition to the background of less massive young
and old stars, some of the latter existing from the very beginning of
the galaxy (35, 42).
The absence of normal B and A stars from the globular clusters sets
their age, as weil as that of the galaxy, at more than 1,500 million years.
The energy source of the giants remains a puzzle. If we take their
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persistent appearance in globular clusters as an indication o:f their
longevity, a more power:ful source o:f energy must be assumed :for their
maintenance (35)-either gravitation o:f their superdense cores, or
annihilation o:f matter. On the other hand, these giants may repre
sent short-Iived objects in "statistical equilibrium" with the rest o:f the
stellar population-those which blow up or collapse being replac ed by
others becoming giants This latter concept would agree with the
calculated red-giant models (39, 40) which are supposed not to draw
on unknown sources o:f energy and are short-lived, their luminosities
being abnorm ally high as compared with their masses. The giants
o:f the globular clusters, as we il as the short-period variables which
should represent a phase preceding the giant stage, would then cor
respond to stars of more or less similar mass for which the exhaustion
of hydrogen has reached a critical limit ( 35). Taking the observed
luminosities with Schwarzschild's models, the limiting mass would
be from 3.0 to 2.0 solar mass, indicating for the clusters an age between
800 and 2,500 million years.
The for k shap ed H-R (Hertzsprung-Russell) diagram of the globu
lar clusters represents apparently the result o:f aging, in contrast
to the continuall y re juvenated Population I of our gal actic surround
ings (the di fference in metal content having only a secondary effect).
The globular cluste rs, which are all well outside the gal actic plane
and are not sharing in galactic rotation, will necessarily oscillate on
both sides of the galactic plane, the period o:f oscillation being less
than 100 million years (Oort). Thus, they must h ave repeatedly
gone through the galactic plane. While passing for th e first time
through the plane, they must have been stripped of all their diffuse
matter-which could have been hut loosely bound by a gravitational
pote ntial o:f only 1/1000th that o:f the galaxy-through collision with
the diffuse matter near the galactic plane; the mechanism is similar
to that vis ualized by Spitzer and Baade (43) for collisions of galaxies.
This would have prevented the subsequent formation o:f new stars in
them. The stellar population of the glo bular clusters must therefore
consist of members of almost the same age, which came into being
when the galaxy was formed, and represents thus one of the oldest
time indicators. The lower branch of their H-R forkappears to join
the H-R diagram of Population I at absolute bolometric magnitude
+2 (41); this should be the luminosity of old stars which have now
arrived at the end of their c areer as dw arfs.
The evolution of dwarf stars, without much mixing of their sub
stance, amounts to chemic al changes around their central cores, where
hydrogen is converted into helium; the oomposition of the outer re
gions remains unchanged. Opi k (27) has followed the evolution of
such stellar models by numerical integrations. From these calcula.
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tions it can be estimated that stars which have nearly exhausted their
central store of hydrogen yet remain dwarfs should be about 0.5 mag
( or by 60 percent) brighter than "normal" dwarfs of equal mass.
H we take this into account, it is estimated that the above-mentioned
"ultimate" dwarfs in globular clusters, about 10 times brighter than
our sun, should have a mass of 1.70. The total duration of the
dwarf stage at this mass would be around 4,000 million years.
The numerical value of this estimate may be considerably in error ;
yet, qualitatively there is little doubt about the soundness of the inter
pretation which ascribes to the stellar population of the globular
clusters the same age as that of the galaxy itself. By essentially the
same method, hut on the basis of more recent observational data,
Sandage (44 ) finds an age of about 5,000 million years for the globular
clusters. We may take the average of the two estimates, 4.5 thousand
million years, as the probable age of the globular clusters, as weil as
of our galaxy.
Among the many data concordantly pointing to an age of the stellar
universe of a few thousand million years, there is one which seemingly
strikes a note of discord-sorne uneasiness may be felt about the high
frequency of white dwarfs. If they are remnants of supernovae,
which appear only once in a few hundred years, they would have
required perhaps 100,000 million years to accumulate. However, at
the beginnings of the galaxy, at the time when Population II was
formed, star formation must have proceeded at a faster rate than now.
The frequency of supernovae, directly related to the frequency of for
mation of massive stars, may then have been much higher (26) . Fur
ther, the possibility of white dwarfs being formed in another way
cannot be ruled out. Doubts as to the time scale cannot be maintained
on such slender evidence.
Besides, a direct estimate of the age of individual white dwarfs can
also be made, and this turns out to be in agreement with the other
estimates. The energy source of white dwarfs can consist only· in
the thermal agitation of atornie nuclei ( 45 ) or upon explicit heat
like a kettle of hot water gradually cooling. The time of cooling,
until the present state is reached, or the age of a white dwarf can be
easily calculated when A, the mean atomic weight of this material, is
known. Considering that all hydrogen must previously have been
converted into helium, and that, before the "degenerate" stage of a
white dwarf is reached, triple collisions at temperatures of a few hun
dred million degrees will convert all the helium into carbon, and then
into lighter metals such as magnesium, we fi.nd that .A=24 can be
assumed, and Mestel's highest values for the ages of white dwarfs
become equal to 4,000 million years. This may be near the age of
Population II and the galaxy, in thrilling agreement with other
estimates ( 27, 28)
•
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STABILITY OF STAR CLUSTERS AND DOUBLE STARS

The dynamical stability of clusters has been investigated repeatedly,
with the result that most galactic clusters will dissolve, either under
the tidal action of the galactic center or through eneormters with field
stars or other members of the cluster, in time intervals of the order
of 1,000 million years ( 46, 47) . Although this statement refers to the
future and, theoretically, is compatible with an unlimited past, the
prohability of simultaneons occurrence of a great number of old clus
ters which just now have come to the verge of disruption is very small.
We may expect an average cluster to be observed in the middle of its
lifetime, and assume, therefore, that the age of most clusters is some
1,000 million years or less. Yet, most of them contain early-type
stars which cannot be very old. Consideration of the dynamical sta
bility of clusters confirms thus the youth of their members, and adds
another argument in favor of the theory that stars are being horn
continually. Apart from that, no new criterion of age for the galaxy
is forthcoming-clusters which are older than their stellar content
cannot be observed.
The situation is similar with wide double stars. The distribution
of the distances between their components ( 48, 49 ) indicates that
equipartition of energy cannot have taken place (50), and that the
binaries could not have been subjected to encounters with field stars
for longer than, say, 5,000 million years ( 4) . On the other hand, the
statistical material from which this conclusion is drawn is based chiefly
on the relatively luminous A-type binaries which, according to the
preceding, cannot have Iived to so great an age, anyway.
Thus, conclusions as to age based on the dynamical stability of
clusters and double stars are overruled by the shorter lifetime of their
components, and can be used only to reaffirm the short time scale of
stellar evolution.
THE RED SHIFT OF EXTRAGALACTIC NEBULAE

The observations by V. M. Slipher, Hubble, and Humason, if in
terpreted in a straightforward manner, indicate a recession of the
extragalactic nebulae proportional to distance, or an expansion at
a uniform rate of the visible portion of the universe.
Recent developments have shown, in a manner that leaves practically
no doubt, that Hubble's scale of distances should be at least doubled.
The distances of the nearest nebulae were determined by Hubble from
the period-luminosity relation of the long-period cepheids. The zero
point of this relation depended upon space absorption in low galadie
latitudes, and was known to be inaccurate, hut, for lack of better data,
i t was accepted and used during the past quarter of a century as a basis
for work on the structure of the universe. Some cosmological theories
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actually de pe nded u po n the part icular value o f t he z ero po int and the
r esulting sc ale o f d ista nces. T he u ne xpectedly la rg e c or rection i n the
scale is a shock to all theor ies i nvolv ing the so -called cosmological con
st ant. We need no t ex pr ess regret tha t these t heories were created
they were fu lly justi fied by the esthetic va lne al one-but, from the
sta nd poi nt o f economy o f thought, the cosmolog ic al eonstant (equiva
le nt t o a re pulsio n) must be sus pended from active du ty for the t ime
bei ng a nd pu t i n cold storage u ntil new o bser vat io nal facts sou nd t he
tru mpet for its rev iv al. It is rathe r d oubt ful w hethe r this eve r w ill
ha ppe n.
Th e zero point o f ce phe id lu minosit ies a :ffects only t he d istances of
ext ragalactic ne bul ae. Withi n t he gala xy, includ ing the globul ar
clusters, a mo re reliable c ri terion o f d ista nce is o :ffe red by t he know n
Jumi nos ities o f the short- period ce phe ids, the so-called cluste r-type or
HR Lyrae var ia b les. T he ave rage lumi nos ity o f these Popul at ion II
high-veloci ty o bjec ts d oes not de pe nd so muc h upon s pac e a bs o rption,
and is we il determined. T hey were to o faint to b e obse rved i n the
nebulae by Hub bl e. In t he Magella ni e Clouds, whose estimated dis
tances de pended a lso u po n long -period ce phe ids, persistent Harvard
O bse rvato ry sea rc hes failed to re veal cluster -type var iables, a ci rcu m
sta nce sometim es inter preted even as ind icat ing the actual abse nce o f
these obje cts.
No w, as last, nu merous cluster-type var iables have been fou nd i n
the Magella ni e Clouds (51), but a bout 1.3 mag (or 3.3 ti mes) fainter
tha n ex pected fro m the mag nitud es o f the lo ng -period cephe ids . Thus,
the long- period cephe ids are 1.3 mag brighte r a nd all distances based
o n them 1.8 t imes grea te r tha n was formerl y assumed. T he a ppa rent
elia rnete rs a nd i ntegr ated lumi nositie s o f globula r clusters in exte rna !
gal ax ies c all for a simil ar correction ( 5 2 ), a nd i nde pendent support
for these c onclusio ns is forthc oming from other s ource s ( Baad e).
This, howeve r, is not t he w hole st ory. T he recess ion eonsta nt o f the
ne bulae depe nds e nti re ly o n the m o re dista nt o bjects, fo r o bvious rea
sons ; yet i n t he se no var iab le sta rs could be obse rved. Their distances
were l inked to t he c epheid scale o f t he nea rer galaxies through inte r
med iate cr iteria-the magnitudes o f the b rightest st ars a nd o f the
nebulae t hemse lves. Bo th crite ri a are o f a statist ical natu re and not
only i nvol ve var ious photo metric e rrors, hut als o depend u po n the true
dispersion (va riety ) o f the mag ni tudes o f the o b j ects used as sta nd 
ards ; the dispersions, and there fo re the d istances, seem to have been
underestimated by Hu bble . A c om prehe ns ive survey o f the problem
has been g iv en by B ehr (5 3 ). He c o nclud es t hat those o f Hub ble 's
i ntri ns ic lumi nos ities o f the nebul ae which a re not ba sed o n variabl e
sta rs s hould be i nc reased by 1.7 mag. Behr w as no t aware o f the need
fo r adjustment o f the ce pheid scale o f the ne arest nebulae 1 a nd thi s
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correction, evidently, must be added to that found by him. The total
correction amounts thus to 1.7 + 1.3 =3.0 mag, or an increase in the
distances of nebulae ( except the nearest, which are based on cepheids)
in a ratio of 4 to l. The eonstant of recession, or the rate of increase of
velocity with distance as based on observed red shifts, now becomes
145 km./sec. per magaparsee (3.25 million light-years) , only one
quarter of the formerly assumed value. The expansionistic time scales
are increased fourfold, and even the shortest will yield more than the
luwer limit-the age of the earth.
The retention of the cosmological eonstant by Eddington and Le
maitre was justified by the need to extend the time scale ; the slow phase
of expansion, when gravitational attraction and cosmic repulsion
nearly balanced each other, allowed this to be done almost indefinitely.
Now, with the increased distances, cosmic repulsion becomes a super
strueture of a purely esthetic nature, serving no practical purpose.
Besides, Einstein, the originator of the concept, has disavowed the
cosmological eonstant ever since, in spi te of the then favorable numeri
cal aspect of the problem.
Without the cosmological constant, the Friedmann-Einstein cos
mological models (54 ) furnish a working hypothesis best suited to
deal with the expanding universe. These models are very similar to
an ordinary gravitating sphere in uniform expansion. Gravitation,
working against expansion, is slowing it down. When the velocity of
expansion is below a certain limit, the expansion will be ultimately
stopped by gravitation, and contraction will start ; when the velocity
of expansion equals or exceeds the limit ( velocity of escape) , gravita
tion will be unable to stop it and the sphere will disperse into space,
expansion never ceasing. According to the general theory of relativ
ity, and without cosmological repulsion, a similar state of affairs in the
expanding universe prevails. The first case, when expansion is ulti
mately stopped by gravitation, would correspond to positive curvature
of space, or to closed spa.ce and a relapse of the universe, after maxi
mum expansion, into the original state of high density ( atom or
nebula) . The seeond case would correspond to zero or negative curva
ture, to open and infinite space, and to a one-way development of the
universe by perpetual expansion.
For an expansion eonstant of 145 km.jsec. per megaparsee the line
between the two cases is set by a certain limiting value of the average
density of matter in space (i. e., if all the matter of the universe were
spread uniformly over its entire volume, instead of being concentrated
into galaxies, stars, and atoms) , equal to 3.9 X 10-29 gm.jcm.3 The
volume of the earth filled with matter of so low a density would contain
only a mass of 42 milligrams.
The probable value of the average density of matter in space can be
estimated in the following way. There are in the universe, on the
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average, 12 nebulae per cubic megaparsee ( 55 ) . The averaga mass per
nebula, including intergalactic matter, can be estimated from the
interna!. motions in clusters of galaxies according to the "virial
theorem" ( mean kinetic energy per unit mass proportional to the po
tential of gravitation) ; this, of course, depends upon the assumption
that the clusters are held together by gravitation. The assumption can
nowadays hardly be subjected to doubt, considering that otherwise,
with the velocities observed, the clusters would have dispersed Iong
ago ; on the contrary, they are gathered so closely together that numer
ous interpenetrations or "collisions" of the member galaxies of a
cluster must have happened during the lifetime of ,the universe (43) .
Repeated collisions must have led to "statistical equilibrium" in the
distribution of velocities of the member galaxies ; the similarity be
tween the radial density distribution of nebulae in these clusters and
that of an isothermal gas sphere (56) supports this assumption and the
validity of the virial theorem. For the Virgo cluster a mass of 500,000
million suns per nebula results with Hubble's scale of distances ( 5 ) ,
and four times as much with the corrected scale. These data lead to a
world dansity of 2.5 x 10-29 gm.jcm.8 or 64 percent of the critical
density. If the result is taken literally, this would mean negative
curvature, an open and infinite space into which the universe is
irreversibly expanding.
However, the calculations are not exact enough to warrant un
reserved acceptance of such a conclusion. The estimate has come
astonishingly close to the critical density, and therefore, within the
limits of uncertainty in the data, the alternative case of closed space
and limited expansion followed by collapse is also possible. Indeed,
Zwicky ( 57) finds considerable amounts of matter in the space be
tween the galaxies, and favors a world dansity about 25 times that of
our estimate, which would bring it far above the critical valne. How
evar, Zwicky's valne is a very rough estimate, not based on the virial
theorem. Our estimate of 2 million million suns per nebula would
ascribe 90 percent of the mass to intergalactic matter ( that between
the galaxies) and only 1 0 percent ,to the galaxies themselves ; this
figure seems to be more realistic than Zwicky's, which would set the
percantages at 99.5 and 0.5, respectively.
It is, perhaps, permissible to speculate on the closeness of the world
density to its critical valne, and to suggest an intrinsic reason for
this near equality of the kinetic energy of expansion and the absolute
valne of the gravitational potential. The reason should be sought in
the past history of the world. For example, an oscillating universe
whose maximum world radius greatly exceeds the present valne would
lead to the above-mentioned near equality except when close to the
phase of greatest expansion (which should be far ahead of present
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time) . In that case the time of expansion from the state of greatest
density until today is insensitive to the precise valne of world density,
and depends only upon the rate of expansion ; i t is practically equal
to that of uncurved (Euclidean) space and, with the revised valne
of the expansion constant, becomes
t= 4,500 million years.
The figure is surprisingly close to the other estimates, although a
considerable uncertainty is involved, the extreme admissible valnes
being, perhaps, from 3 to 6 thousand million years.
This would represent the age of the universe in a restricted sense,
or the time elapsed since it was in a highly condensed state. This
state cannot yet be described. Lemaitre's primeval atom is one of the
possibilities. The theory of the origin of the elements, as shown
above, does not provide a clue. The same is true of the cosmic rays,
which appear to be of stellar origin and whose connection with the
prestellar stage of the universe seeros to be improbable ( 58, 59 ) .
SPACE REDDENING OF THE GALAXIES

This phenomenon, announced by Stebbins and Whitford ( 60 ) , and
consisting in an increase of the color index of distant galaxies, not
accounted for by the red shift, led to far-reaching speculations on
observable effects of stellar evo1ution. The effect seems to be restricted
to elliptical nebulae ( purely Population I I) , whereas spirals (mixed
populations) do not show reddening (61) . The distant nebulae are
observed at an earlier stage of evolution ( on account of light time) ,
and it has been suggested that the effect could be accounted for by
the red giants of Population II disappearing with time (blowing up
or collapsing) , which would tend to make the population bluer. How
ever, a multicolor study of the spectral-energy distribution of a dis
tant elliptical nebula has shown that "the result is definitely not that
expected from the death of red giants" (62) . The effect continnes to
the greatest distances ( 63 ) .
Vaucouleurs ( 64) suggested that the effect is due to the depression
in the ultraviolet produced by absorption lines and bands. With the
red shift the ultraviolet depression is displaced into the blue, making
the blue-red color index redder. At least part of the effect can be
accounted for in such a manner ( 65) .
As to the spirals, they are known to contain a considerable amount
of nebulosity in emission ( 66) ; this, especially that due to hydrogen,
will fill the ultraviolet depression, counterbalancing the absorption.
The absence of the reddening for spirals is thus explained without in
voking stellar evolution. Over the time intarvals involved, evolution
may weil affect individual stars, but considerable effects upon the
entire Population II are unlikely.
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In any cas e, t he pre sent evid enc e is in concl usive as to t h e r ea lity o f
the spa ce-reddening eff ect. Som e r esidu al r edd ening from absor ption
by inte rgalac tic m a tter m ay ex ist. Th e qu estion m ay be deci ded by
two -colo r o bserv at ions in ye llow an d red, avo iding th e unrelia ble
vio let-blu e sp ectr al reg ions.
ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES

It has be en r epea tedly stre ssed that th e nebu lar red shi ft m ay not
in dic a te r ece ssion, an d altern ative sug ge stions h av e been m ad e re cent ly
( Freun dl ich, She lton). It i s di:fficult to im ag in e a co lli sion al proc ess
o f red dening wi th ou t simu ltan eo ns blurr ing o f th e n ebular images
( 67) . Fur the r, th e nonex pan ding uni ve rse wi ll be un stable an d wi ll
en d in co llapse ; or in expan sion, if the co smolog ical repulsion i s intro 
duc ed. Thu s, th e pre sen t state wou ld be exce ption al, th e no rm al state
being on e o f Do ppler shifts cor respon ding to re a l a ppro ach o r reces
s ion. It does no t se em advi sable to sacri fic e th e so li d concept o f rec es 
sion to a piling u p o f ad hoa new law s an d im probable s tate s.
Cont inu ous cre a tion o f m atte r un der v ariou s a spec ts (Kapp, Jor dan,
Bon di, Go ld, Hoyle ) is an other a ltern ati v e wh ich wou ld dispen se with
a fini te ag e for the un iver se. It requires th e retention o f th e cosmo 
lo gi ca l eon stant (re pu lsion), o r a pu lsating v ari ety o f it (Kapp).
For re ason s sim ilar to tho se g iv en above th ese theo ries can at pr esent
be a ssessed on ly fr om the st an dpoin t o f the ir esth etic valu e. It is not
easy to i mag e o bse rva tion al cri te ria for th em which c an not be ex
plained aw ay.
Perh aps th e distribu tion o f m asse s o f th e g a lax ies can p rovi de th e
le ast o bje ction able proo f. In Hoyle 's ex pan ding univer se galaxi es
wil l continu ally grow by accr etion, e speci ally larg e one s w ith gas eons
env elo pe s fir mly boun d by gr avit ation ; th e env elo pe s wi ll act a s n ets
catching atoms from in terg lactic space, o r incor porating wh ole g ase
o ns env elo pe s o f sm a ller g alaxies wh ich h ap pen to be in their way
(43 ) . Th ey wi ll grow almo st in definite ly with tim e. Th eir fr equency
pe r un it v olume in Hoyle 's un iverse will v ar y inv er sely as the cube
o :f a ge, thus mor e or less as th e cube o f m ass, to o ; wh en s elected by
apparent m agn itu de, th er e wi ll be no u pper limit o f m a ss and a lmos t
no earre lation o f distan ce wi th m agnitu de. Th e av a ilable evid enc e
implies a frequency o f nebul a e in space decr ea sing with th e 4/3 pow er
of m ass ( 68, 69) , a de fin ite upper lim it o f m ass ( 66) , and a earr elat ion
of di st ance wi th apparent m agni tu de. Wh at evi dence th er e i s, i s
d efini tel y n egativ e.
CONCLUSION

The rat e o f irr eversibl e pro cess es in di ffer ent phy si cal comp lex es-
the radioac tive elem ents, the earth and the solar system, the stars, s tel
lar sys tems, th e g al axy, the o bs er v abl e porti on of the extragalactic
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universe-is such as to suggest an age not exceeding 6,000 million years
for the universe in its present form and content. The extragalactic
nebulae, with our galaxy and its backbone o:f Population II, may have
been formed some 4,500 million years ago, the sun as a star o:f Popula
tion I coming into being perhaps later.
Cosmological repulsion is a theoretical superstructure which is not
necessarily required by the existing observational evidence. The
same is true o:f the continuous creation o:f matter and the alternative
interpretations o :f the nebular red shi:ft ; these are mere possibilities,
serving the purely esthetic purpose o:f denying the universe a temporal
origin.
The obsarved velocities of recession exceed one-fifth of the velocity
of light, the energy corresponding to a packing fraction ( fraction of
mass converted into kinetic energy ) o :f 0.02 per nucleon (proton or
neutron) . Nothing short of an explosion from the densest-known
state o:f matter-nuclear fluid--could be advocated as the cause. Our
knowledge of the present density of matter in the universe is insufficient
to decide between the two possibilities : that of open space, in which
case the whole universe is an irreversible process of temporal origin,
and that of closed space, in which the univarse may return to its
initial state, implying oscillations--the collapsing universa rebonnding
from the elastic forces of the nuclear fluid at a state of maximum
compression, to begin a new phase of expansion.
It may appear at first sight that, at an advanced stage of collapse,
when all individual bodies have melted into a uniform gaseons mass,
the gaseons universe may be prevented from further collapsing by the
elastic forces of the gas itself, like an oscillating gaseons star of which
the cepheids are examples. However, it is likely that, with the enor
mous kinetic energy of contraction, the universa will first pass quickly
through the stage of building up of heavy elements from hydrogen
and helium, most of the hydrogen remaining unconverted before the
next stage, that of nuclear dissociation and formation of neutron gas,
begins--electrons being squeezed into and absorbed by the positively
charged atomic nuclei. This is the reverse of the process by which
Gamow and others visualized the origin of the elements after the ex
plosion of the primeval atom. Formation of neutron gas absorbs
enormous amounts of energy, and this, so to speak, blows the bottom
off the resistance of the gas to compression. In such a case, the
so-called ratio of specific heats of the gas (mixed with strong radia
tion) is less than 4/3 and, according to a well-known theorem on the
structure of gaseons spheres, the universe becomes intrinsically un
stable and cannot cease collapsing while in a gaseons state. Only
when the perfeet-gas laws no longer are valid, i. e., when the stage of
nuclear fluid is reached, will there develop enough resistance to stop
the collapse and invert the trend of events.
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In the case where open space appears to be required by the physical
characteristics of our neighborhood, we never will be sure of its
validity for the universe as a whole. The possibility should not be
overlooked that what we observe now is merely the metagalaxy-only
a step in the hierarchy uf physical systems. The observed expansion
may refer only to this lil:aited, although large, material system ; in
other parts of the world conditions may be different. The finite
intensity of the sky background has often been advocated to prove
the finiteness of the world. However, as shown by C. V. L. Charlier
on purely classical lines, an infinite world is compatible with a finite
intensity of the sky background if the universe is built on a hierarchical
princip le, systems of each order ( atomic nuclei, atoms, planets, stars,
clusters, galaxies, metagalaxies, etc. ) being separated by distances
considerably greater than their diameters. Such a "hierarchically
diluted" infinite universe has a finite and small surface brightness even
in the absence of absorption or Doppler shifts.
In the case of closed space the universe (the whole, or the observ
able metagalaxy) , with all its energy content, including radiati<-n, is
bound to return to the initial state of nuclear fluid. This course of
events is likely to repeat itself, the universe oscillating without ex
terna! loss, implying an unlimited age in the past and in the future
(time here meaning simply a succession of events, irrespective of its
numerical value) . All the structural phases will return time and
again without, however, an "eternal recurrence of all things" in
Nietzsche's sense-the individual celestial bodies in successive oscilla
tions would not be identical, nor would their inhabitants. On the
contrary, an unlimited variety of combinations and of prospects of
evolution would be possible during each phase of the oscillation.
Some have expressed disgust at the idea of an oscillating universe,
periodically repeating its general features (2) . The present writer
cannot see why this great repetition should claim a lesser esthetic
value than, e. g., the annual succession of seasons so praised by poet
and layman. Besides, not only is the repetition never literally exact,
hut, alas, we have no say in the matter-the Plan was laid down
without our being consulted beforehand.
·
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